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“The Two Cultures: The Puzzle of Las Meninas. Hidden disease in Renaissance painting.”

So many famous paintings from Western Europe have mysterious aspects frequently ignored by art critics. How could what is apparently a 47 year old man with a thick beard give birth to the child that he/she is seen here breastfeeding? Did Michelangelo really suffer from thyroid disease? Did Goya die from syphilis like so many other earlier artists, or was his a case of mercury or merely lead poisoning? Here we uncover attitudes to genetic conditions such as Down’s syndrome and osteomalacia, solve a problem depicted in one of most puzzling paintings of the seventeenth century, las Meninas, unravel Dürer's missed diagnosis and the cause of his death, and re-evaluate a classical painting of a famous suicide, which a modern public prosecutor would instantly regard as premeditated murder.
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